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Norway’s Privacy Battle With Meta Is
Just Getting Started
The Norwegian data regulator has already fined Meta $7 million. Now it says
it’s investigating the company’s new ad-free subscription services.

People walk past a building where the Norwegian Data Protection Authority is located in Oslo, Norway, on Sept. 28,

2023. PHOTOGRAPH: ZHANG YULIANG/XINHUA/GETTY IMAGES
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Norway is doubling down in its long-running fight against Meta over users’ data. The

country’s privacy watchdog, Datatilsynet, says it is already investigating the company’s

new ad-free subscription model, less than a week after the service was launched

across Europe.
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Meta started rolling out its new model last week, giving Facebook and Instagram users

who live in the European Union, Norway, Iceland, Lichtenstein, and Switzerland the

option to opt out of seeing ads in exchange for €9.99 ($10.50) a month. Meta has said

that subscribers’ personal information will not be used for ads on Facebook and

Instagram. But Line Coll, director of Norway’s data protection regulator, argues the

new model is not a win for privacy. Subscribers might not see ads anymore, she adds.

“But Meta will still track you, they will still collect the data. From a data protection

perspective, that blows my mind.”

When asked whether she expects the subscription to form a basis for a new Norwegian

case against Meta, Coll said: “Yes. We're looking into it, and we have to know more

about the solution, the technical sides of it, and we have to understand it better.”

“We will still collect, store, and use data for the purposes of providing users the

personalized organic experiences they value from Facebook and Instagram, such as

recommended posts [and] friends recommendations,” says Meta spokesperson Matt

Pollard. “However, if users subscribe for no ads, their information will not be used for

ads.” Pollard adds he was not aware of the Norwegian investigation. “[We] are

surprised to find about such a matter via the press.”

Under Coll, the data protection regulator in Norway, which is not an EU member, has

become a new thorn in Meta’s side. After three decades spent working as a privacy
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lawyer, Coll joined the watchdog in August 2022. She never expected to get the job.

When she was approached six months earlier and asked to apply for the position, she

thought: “Sure, why not? It’s never going to be me.”
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But in her first year in charge, she has turned the regulator into an outspoken critic of

Meta’s business model and the way the company’s platforms track users online. She

believes that people are losing their ability to think freely or form their own opinions

due to the way platforms like Meta’s work. “You are only seeing commercials or

newsfeeds which they think interest you, so you don't really get the big picture,” she

says, speaking from her office in Oslo. “There's so much discrimination in so many of

these algorithms. They will cement your opinions. They will just provide you with more

and more of what you already think.”

Pollard, Meta spokesperson, denies this—pointing to independent research that claims

there is little evidence Meta’s platforms alone cause “meaningful effects on” political

views and behavior.

In the past, European privacy regulators have played safe, Coll adds. “Now it’s time to

do something else.” She wants the Norwegian regulator to give companies clear

guidance about what they can and can’t do under European privacy law. “That takes

courage from our side because then you’re actually guiding the market,” the 51-year-

old says. “The process that I’ve started is about sticking our head out, being more

courageous, being bolder and taking a stand.”
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This new, bolder approach was illustrated in August, when Coll’s team ruled that the

way Meta carried out behavioral advertising in Norway was illegal, and started fining

the company $100,000 per day until it changed its business model. The fine, which

remains unpaid, currently stands at over $7 million. (Pollard says Meta is in touch with

the relevant agency about payment.)

Coll says she had long discussions with her team about whether they should take on

the case. There were concerns about reputational risk if the regulator lost, spending all

its resources in the process, just to strengthen Meta’s position, she says.

But instead, Coll won—in a way. The fines were upheld by a Norwegian court, where

her team confronted an array of Meta’s lawyers in August. “They were there with three

Norwegian lawyers, three US lawyers, and I also think they had lawyers online from

Ireland,” she says. “It was a show of legal muscle.” By comparison, Coll was able to

send only three people from her team of 62.
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Meta might not have paid the fine, and Coll still doesn’t believe they’ve complied with

the Norwegian order—although Pollard says Meta has complied by introducing

optional ad-free subscriptions in Norway. But in October, Coll received more good

news. The data regulator for the European Union, the European Data Protection Board,

decided to extend Norway’s ban on Meta’s behavioral advertising to all 30 countries

within the EU and European Economic Area. The EDPB decision was a “win for privacy

and data protection,” Coll says, adding that it sends a clear message to Meta and to

other tech companies that Europe does not accept business models that rely on

European individuals' data.

Coll says that she doesn’t believe Meta launched its ad-free subscription model in

response to her agency’s ruling on behavioral ads, but that it did so because of the EU’s
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Digital Markets Act, which comes into force in 2024. That’s what European authorities

were told, she says. Article Five in the Digital Markets Act, an EU law designed to make

the technology industry more competitive, states that Meta needs consent to combine

users’ personal data over different platforms. “This is probably the real incentive for

them to do this,” Coll says. “This would have happened regardless of us taking on our

Meta case or not.”

Coll says her team won’t take on any other social media platforms and will instead

continue to focus its limited resources on Meta. She believes their success this year is

making people pay attention to privacy, beyond expert circles. “We’re blowing their

cover,” she says. “Because they’ve done this silently for years. They’ve collected our

data and profiled us for years.”
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Millions of Workers Are Training AI Models for Pennies
From the Philippines to Colombia, low-paid workers label training data for AI models used by the likes of

Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft.
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New York’s Airbnb Ban Is Descending Into Pure Chaos
People are listing short-term rentals on social media and lesser-known platforms, bolstering a rental black

market in New York City.
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Finding a Tech Job Is Still a Nightmare
Tech companies have laid off more than 400,000 people in the past two years. Competition for the jobs that

remain is getting more and more desperate.
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How Neuralink Keeps Dead Monkey Photos Secret
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Elon Musk’s brain-chip startup conducted years of tests at UC Davis, a public university. A WIRED

investigation reveals how Neuralink and the university keep the grisly images of test subjects hidden.
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The Chatbots Are Now Talking to Each Other
ChatGPT-style chatbots that pretend to be people are being used to help companies develop new product

and marketing ideas.

WILL KNIGHT
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AI Chatbots Can Guess Your Personal Information From What You
Type
The AI models behind chatbots like ChatGPT can accurately guess a user’s personal information from

innocuous chats. Researchers say the troubling ability could be used by scammers or to target ads.
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Job Hunting Sucks. This Programmer Filled Out 250 Applications to
Find Out Why
Shikhar Sachdev wanted to reveal what made the process so draining—so he spent 11 hours filling

applications. Now he has tips for both job seekers and hiring managers.
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